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But there were thousands of Greeks, Serbs, Bulgarians and
Rumanians, not to mention Macedonians and Albanians,
still living under the foreign rule of Turkey or Austria.
They, too, longed to be liberated and united with their
brothers in the independent kingdoms. The supposedly
democratic revolution in Turkey, and Austria's annexation
of Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1908, for a moment seemed to
indicate that these two States were showing signs of reju-
venation and that the day of Slav liberation was likely to
be delayed. But the impractical ideals of the Young Turks
and their foolish disregard of traditional rights and preju-
dices only resulted in antagonizing more completely the
non-Turkish elements, and in weakening still further the
decaying Empire which Abdul Hamid's skill and ruthless
methods had managed to preserve. TheJTrj^^^
gave it another staggering blowT and led directly, tq tfoq
formationjjj&a^^^	whifih finally rimvfi fbe
Turks almost gmpjetejyj^	This natural am-
bition of the Balkan ^tetesTTo'liberate and annex their
brothers under alien rule, was the main cause of the Balkan
League, but it is doubtful whether it could have been
formed except for the very active part taken by MM.
Eartwig and Nekliudov, the Russian Ministers at Belgrade
and Sofia.
During the early months of the Tripolitan War various
Russian representatives were pursuing three quite different
Balkan policies—a striking example of lack of unity and
discipline in the Russian diplomatic service* They all
wanted to take advantage of Turkey's difficulties with Italy
to strengthen Russia's position in the Balkans and in
Europe, but they had altogether different ideas of how this
must be done. Izvolski, with the cooperation of Neratov
and Charykov, had tried to open the Straits to Russian
warships, and had failed. Meanwhile Charykov, on his own
initiative, had at the same time been renewing his efforts

